The mass customization can make customized products with the mass products efficiency, which will become mainstream manufacturing mode in the 21 century. The design for mass customization is the most important factor in the mass customization, on the base of extracting the excellences of the modulization design and the variant design, the article brings forward an idea of module-based variant design. Combining with the technologies of module coding, database, case-based design and CAD, The idea has been used in the customized design of the equipment of pushing and measuring automobile chair track, some equipments have been designed and manufactured successftilly.
INTRODUCTION
The mass customization can make customized products with the mass products efficiency. Like the status of the mass products in the earlier of 20 century, the mass customization which is the coming reformation will take great changes in manufacturing. In order to realize the strategic target in manufacturing, some developed countries have applied mass customization to small amount or single product customization, and the ideas and methods of mass customization have been looked as the important measure, at the same time, the design for mass customization is the most important factor.^'^ Each of modulization design and variant design is one of the key methods of the mass customization. However when the transverse and longitudinal variants are occurred in the mass customized products, the modulization or variant design can not accomplish the design singly. The transverse variant is that the function, form and structure of a product family are changeless, while the size of the component is changeable. The longitudinal variant is that the function of a product family is changeless, while the form and structure are changeable. So the article brings forward a method module-based variant design, the method has been used in the designs and equipments to make the automobile chair tracks.
MODULIZATION DESIGN
Modulization design is a design method facing the whole product family. On the base of forecasting products market and analyzing products function, the product family is been divided into a series of general modules. According to the customers' demands, modulization design can select and reconfigure different modules, and get a new product, which function, performance and specification are different with the old ones.
Modulization design is one of the key factors of the mass customization, it can make good use of the design resource effectively, reduce the management and assembly cost, simplify the design process and renew the product, at the same time it is good at managing and maintain the product during its life cycle. However using this method, the design system can become complicated, the product structure can not be harmony, the assembly fit can not be very well.
In generally, the model of the product family includes three parts'^, 1) function model, it expresses the function, elements of the function and performance owned by the product. 2) principle model, it expresses the method used in mapping function model to structure model, and the method includes some knowledge, such as design constraint, calculation relation and the control of design process. 3) structure model, it expresses the assembly level of the product family and the possible structures of all modules.
According to the components of the product family, it is easy to get the map from the function model to the structure model, and modules of the product family.
VARIANT DESIGN
Variant design is another design method, the new product can be got by using it, which has the same principle, similar structure comparing with the old products, while partial structure and/or design parameter of the old products have been changed. At present, most of mechanical designs belong to variant design, few of them is innovation design^. In innovation design, some existed products or components can not been reused, but they can enlighten the designer. In an equipment designed by innovation design, the reused components accounts for about 40%, the ratio of the components amended from the existed ones is about 40%, there is about 20% is the new component. Variant design suits for longitudinal change of the mass customization product mainly \ Case-based design (CBD) is one of the common methods of variant design"^'^'^'^'^, it is an application of CBR (Case-based reasoning) technology in the field of CAD. The CBR is one of Artificial Intelligence technologies, so the CBD can well present the characters of variant design, such as generalization, process and individuation. CBR includes questioning, exploring, extracting, evaluating, and storing^. According to customers demands. The CBD extracts the similar or same case from the existed database, then analyzes the case's structure and parameter, if they meets the design requests, they can look as the object of the design, or if they can partly meet, CBD will amend them unfil they are well.
MODULE-BASED VARIANT DESIGN
In order to realize the transverse and longitudinal variant of the mass customization, combining modulization design with variant design gets the method of module-based variant deign, which has been applied in the some designs. Figure 1 shows the processes of the module-based variant design.
In fact, module-based variant design is the method applying the idea of modulization design into the variant design, it has the flexibility of variant design and overcomes the rigidity of modulization design. Using it can shorten the fime of design and manufacture, reduce the cost and improve the quality, the products also have great advantages to response the market needs for many kinds and small batch products. Figure 1 . the processes of the module-base variant design
CASE
With the development of automobile industry, the people's needs take on individual trend, and the kinds of automobile chair become more and more (such as, different chairs can move in two, four, six, or eight direction, and their fixing modes are different), while they have the same character, the track is their basic safe component, so the product lines of the automobile chairs are similar. At present, the automobile chair manufacturing line can be looked as the kind of such products which are designed and made individually. The automobile chair track mainly includes: upper slotware, lower soltware and front and behind bearing parts(such as figure 2) . The lower slotware is fixed on the automobile, the upper slotware can move along the lower. The bearing part has some steel balls and a bracket, which is been thrust into the track and between the upper and the lower slotware, when the steel balls rolled, the relative movement between the upper and the lower can be occurred. When the bearing part is thrust into the track, the upper, the lower and the bearing part integrate tightly, in order to measure the force of track's relative movement, at first, the track must been pushed and become flexible, then the force can be measured precisely. The equipment of pushing and measuring track can attain the former task, and it is one of the key equipments in the automobile chair track manufacturing line. Figure 3 shows its structures.
After researching and analyzing the market of the equipments of pushing and measuring track, the equipments can be divided into some modules, figure 4 shows the map of function-structure modules of the equipments. The load module can simulate the real environment to load the vertical force on the track. The unlock module can disable the lock structure in the track, so the upper and lower slotware can move relatively. In figure 4 , the basic module and auxiliary module can form the prototype equipment, the special module and additional module can extend the function of the equipment.
Analyzing all the equipments, each module includes some different contents:
Orientation module: pin orientation, block orientation. Unlock module: upper unlock module, lower unlock module. The equipment of pushing and measuring track Figure 4 . the map of function-structure modules of the equipment Table 1 includes the most styles of the existing chair tracks. When designing the equipment of pushing and measuring track, the modules is been divided, the codes is been get, the database is been built. If there is a new customized demand, the designer will divide the customized equipment into different modules, code them and explore them in the database according to CBD rules. When the requested module is in the database, it will be used right away, if the requested module is not, the system will find a similar module, so the designer can do variant design on the base of the similar module, at last, the new module will be stored in the database.
SUMMARY AND PROSPECT
By using the module-base variant design, all the equipments in the table 1 have been designed and employed, a general database which can meet the current customized demands for the equipment of pushing and measuring track has been built, at the same time, it can been extended. The module-based variant design can be applied into other mass customization products which have the characters of many kinds and small batch.
Some evaluations are needed in the module-based variant design process, they can not only evaluate the design result, but also supply reasons to improve the product, and the evaluation is a key tool to get knowledge. So the evaluation system, which includes evaluation index, evaluation module, analysis method and so on, will become a future research emphasis.
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